


As single beings, we are microcosms within the macrocosm  of community, but we create stronger bonds, and become 

more than just ourselves, when we form connections. We connect via cell phones and the Internet, gaining access to 

other individuals, companies and organisations. We join, we link, and we visit. We communicate with each other from 

the extreme ends of the globe in an instant. All these connections are made possible because of the conductive ability 

of copper. How we as humans use copper as a resource today will affect generations to come – there is only a finite 

supply of copper left on earth.

My choice to use recycled material is a conscious one, given my deep concerns about the damage that has been 

inflicted on our environment and that we as humans are possibly becoming less connected with nature. My work 

investigates the way that global demand for copper has had micro and macro implications for South Africans, as well as 

for the greater global community.

Ingrid Bolton was born in Johannesburg South Africa in 1963. She now resides and works in Cape Town. Bolton’s 
area of interest is taking pressing global issues and bringing them into the public space for discussion. With her 
medical technology background in microbiology, her interest fuels the need to make the microscopic world visible. A 
few years spent running an organic farm with her family leads the natural focus of her attention to be on the changes 
in climate conditions.

Recently she has exhibited work that looks at the role of microscopic phytoplankton in the oceans, cable theft, and 
oceanic acidification – all major global problems. She won the Sasol New Signatures competition in 2012, and her 
works are included in the Sasol Corporate Art Collection, Pretoria Art Museum and the Kilbourne collections. She has 
had solo shows at the Pretoria Art Museum, Sasol Art Museum and at Iziko South African Museum. She completed her 
Masters degree at The Michaelis School of Fine Art in 2016, after finishing the BVA degree through Unisa, where she 
was a contract lecturer.

More recently, in 2018, Ingrid’s solo-show Re-Connect was held at Berman Contemporary followed by various group 
shows which include: Voices from the Earth in 2019 and Learning to Breathe Differently in 2020. Ingrid Bolton’s most 
recent solo-show LINE(S) OF EVIDENCE opened at Berman Contemporary in May 2021. In 2022, WORKS ON PAPER, 
and THE ANNUAL WINTER SHOW at Berman Contemporary as well as Contemporary Istanbul in Turkey. 

She is represented by Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg, South Africa.

Instagram @ingridboltonart

Website ingridbolton.co.za 
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ARTIST RESUME

Solo Exhibitions
2021  LINE(S) OF EVIDENCE, curated by Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg

2018 Re-Connect – Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg 

2016 Lines of Demarcation – IS Art, Franschhoek 

2016 Crossing the Ecoline – Iziko Museum South Africa, Cape Town 

2016 MFA – Michaelis Gallery UCT, Cape Town 

2014 Connect/Disconnect – Sasol Art Museum, Stellenbosch 

2013 Connect/Disconnect – Pretoria Art Museum, Pretoria 

Group Exhibitions 
2022 THE ANNUAL WINTER SHOW, curated by Morgan Kunhardt, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2022 WORKS ON PAPER, curated by Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2021                  THE ANNUAL SUMMER SHOW, curated by Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2020                  Learning to Breathe Differently, curated by Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2019                  Voices from the eARTh, curated by Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2019 Forward?, Forward!, Forward… – Stellenbosch University Museum, Stellenbosch 

2018 Ethics in Education – Spier Art Academy, Cape Town 

2018 Correlative Conjunctions with Zyma Amien, Pretoria Arts Association, Pretoria 
2018 LINES OF de-LIMITATION with Zyma Amien, Glen Carlou Gallery, Paarl 
2018 Correlative Conjunctions with Zyma Amien, Sasol Place Headquarters, Johannesburg 
2017 Up My Sleeve – Mok Gallery, Stellenbosch 

2016 20/20 Hindsite – Mullers Gallery, Cape Town 

2015 Fear and Loss: the Industrial Karoo – Jan Rupert Centre, Graaff-Reinet 

2015 and/or – Michaelis Gallery UCT, Cape Town 

2014 Fear and Loss: the Industrial Karoo – Oliewenhuis Art Museum, Bloemfontein 

2014 Opening – IS Art, Franschhoek 

2014 Turbine Art Fair – Lovell Gallery, Johannesburg 

2013 Fusion – IS Art, Franschhoek 

2013 Digi Re-engineering – Unisa Art Gallery, Pretoria 

Art Fairs
2022   CI-Contemporary Istanbul, Berman Contemporary, Istanbul
2020   CI-Contemporary Istanbul (Online)– Berman Contemporary
2019 START Art Fair London – Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2018 SOLO, Cape Town Art Fair – Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg

Publications
2020 Voices of the eARTh by Els van Mourik, Art Africa Magazine, South Africa, March 2020.
2019 Forward, The Future(s) of Higher Education in Africa, Stellenbosch University, February 2019 

2019 Ingrid Bolton on Microbiology, Farming and Art Activism, Omenka magazine, September 2019

2018 Ingrid Bolton: Cellular by Ashraf Jamal – Creative Feel Magazine, South Africa, December 2018 

2018 SOLO Curated section at the Cape Town Art Fair – Art Africa Magazine, South Africa, March 2018 

2018 Reconnecting by Cate Terblanche – Creative Feel Magazine, South Africa, February 2018 

2018 Reconnect solo-exhibition catalogue by Cate Terblanche – Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg, 

South Africa 

2018 Contemporary & SOLO curated section by Nontobeko Ntombela – Cape Town Art Fair

2018 One thousand Fibres, Ingrid Bolton’s ‘Reconnect’ by Ellen Agnew – Art Africa Magazine, South 

Africa, January 2018 

2017 Art for her Sake by Debbie Loots, Cape Town Art Fair – Estate Magazine, South Africa, November 

2017 Berman Contemporary at 11 Alice Lane – Creative Feel Magazine, South Africa, November 2017 

2016 Crossing the Ecoline, a visual response to increasing levels of ocean acidification, Masters Thesis –

Michaelis School of Fine Art, Cape Town, South Africa, July 2016

2017 

Awards
2012 Sasol New Signatures competition winner

Residencies
2017 Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris

Education
2016 MFA University of Cape Town, South Africa

2013 BVA University of South Africa, South Africa

2005 N6 Diploma in Ceramics
1986 Diploma Medical Technology in Microbiology
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LINE(S) OF EVIDENCE | 2021
Artist Statement by Ingrid Bolton 

The evidence presented here for this exhibition is my evidence of exploration, in this case of materials or 
compounds. Copper, magnetite, vermiculite, coal, calcium carbonate and porcelain intersect through my work 
and have been used separately in the past but here they come together, finding a place alongside each other. 
This line is a line where I, as a human, interact with nature. Where I make connections between compounds 
and how I intersect with nature. 

My work with copper prompted me to visit to the Copper Mine in Phalaborwa, I discovered that there are by-
products that come out of the earth with copper. Vermiculite and magnetite are two of these by-products. I 
chose to work with them because of the magnetic quality of magnetite and the transparency of vermiculite. I 
found in the uses for Magnetite that is used to ‘wash’ coal, collecting the dust as it does. Because of its 
magnetic nature it is collected with magnets to be reused again and again. Magnetite is also used to colour 
porcelain and paint. Finding these connections to the materials of coal and porcelain brought me full circle to 
the two materials that I have used predominantly in the past. The translucency of the vermiculite reveals what 
is beneath in some of the works as it does in the earth, layered amongst the copper and the magnetite. The 
juxtaposition of these compounds also has a physical connection with each other in the ground or through 
functionality, and are the evidence of my connection to all of them. Represented from the earth to the gallery 
space.

I have come to realise, we as humans are integrally connected to the earth, by weaving, printing, layering and 
sewing I hope to visually reveal this connectivity. Through techniques like weaving and sewing I am making 
marks with copper and thread on coal-soaked fabric and paper. Marks referencing maps or paths that are made 
by humans on the earth. Marks that would be used on a map like slime dams, mining pits and mine dumps. The 
stitching is on one layer of fabric, revealing the residue of the connecting stitch behind the fabric as a tone of a 
mark made with pencil or charcoal would do. On the copper woven pieces, the threads are linked through each 
other to come together to create the artwork, intertwined and locking together. The intersection of these 
compounds, alongside each other, overlaid, joined in conjunction and sometimes individually, come together to 
confer with each other. 

The line in this body of work originates from the word ecoline. When I first came across the word ecocline, I 
misread it as ecoline. I chose to retain this word as my artwork has consistently explored and played with the 
physical and metaphorical notions of a line. Initially I worked with the word ecocline as a reference to a 
boundary where two natural habitats overlapped. The crossover of the two areas, is more diverse as both 
individual areas intersect on the fringes. This physical area was the space between the ocean and the 
atmosphere, or the ocean and the coastline. More specifically to the absorption by the ocean of carbon dioxide 
emissions, caused by humans.

I play with the notion of a line in relation to my ecoline, one that explores areas of mapping, contours and 
boundary lines. Lines of demarcation, separation and limitation. Smaller artworks come together to form a 
whole, placed along a line. Visually revealing the evidence of materials that I work with together showing how, 
I, and we as humans, are integrally connected to nature. Not able to separate.
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Extraction Lines I, 2021

Coal dust, calcium carbonate and porcelain on cotton 

paper

15 x 22cm

Framed size: 38.5 x 32.5 x 3.5cm

Framed in a White Wooden Frame with Anti-

Reflective Glass

Extraction Lines II, 2021

Coal dust, calcium carbonate and porcelain on cotton 

paper

15 x 22cm

Framed size: 38.5 x 32.5 x 3.5cm

Framed in a White Wooden Frame with Anti-Reflective 

Glass
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Outlines V, VI, VII

Monotype Print with Coal dust and ink on cotton paper

67 x 45cm

Framed size: 76 x 71 x 3.5cm

Framed in a White Wooden Frame with Anti-Reflective Glass
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Residual Lines V, 2021

Porcelain and oil ink on cotton paper

25 x 25cm

Framed size: 38.5 x 32.5 x 3.5cm

Framed in a White Wooden Frame with Anti-Reflective Glass

Residual Lines IX, 2021

Porcelain and oil ink on cotton paper

25 x 25cm

Framed size: 38.5 x 32.5 x 3.5cm

Framed in a White Wooden Frame with Anti-Reflective Glass
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Ingrid Bolton

Eskom, 2018
Various metal cables framed  in a metal box

20 x 20cm (Various extensions)
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INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | LINE(S) OF EVIDENCE | INGRID BOLTON | 2021 
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BERMAN CONTEMPORARY | LINES OF EVIDENCE - INGRID BOLTON | EXHIBITION CATALOGUE | 2021 
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Ingrid Bolton 

Burden, 2021

Coal-soaked linen, copper, coal pieces and thread  

300 x 240cm 
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“The cloth, titled Burden has marks that reference maps or paths that are made by humans on the earth. 
Marks used on a map like slime dams, mining pits and mine dumps. The stitching is on one layer of fabric, 
revealing the residue of the connecting stitch behind the fabric as a tone of a mark made with pencil or 
charcoal would do. I have come to realise, we as humans are integrally connected to the earth. Through 
weaving, printing, layering and sewing I hope to visually reveal this connectivity. Through these techniques I 
am making marks with copper wire, wound tightly around coal pieces and thread on coal-soaked linen. 
Larger coal pieces weigh the cloth down at the bottom, distorting the map. The intersection of these 
compounds, alongside each other, overlaid, joined in conjunction and sometimes individually, come together 
to confer with each other.” – Ingrid Bolton 



Ingrid Bolton 

Extraction, 2021

Copper wire and porcelain on cotton paper 

20 x 20cm 
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INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | LINE(S) OF EVIDENCE | INGRID BOLTON | 2021 
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BERMAN CONTEMPORARY | LINES OF EVIDENCE - INGRID BOLTON | EXHIBITION CATALOGUE | 2021 
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INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | PAPER ADVENTURES | BERMAN CONTEMPORARY | 2021 
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OPENCAST | 2019 - 2021

More and more, we are discovering that even the smallest microscopic organisms or compounds or minerals in 
the  earth – the things we cannot see or touch – are crucial for a healthy globe. Not confronted by these tiny 
organisms,  invisible to the eye, or minerals hidden far below the surface of the earth, we tend to overlook their 
importance. We  are discovering that what we do on and in our world affects other living creatures, but ultimately 
affects us in ways  that we are unable to control. What is the link between us as humans and phytoplanktonic 
organisms that live in  the oceans? They have been sinking the carbon dioxide that we have produced for years, 
cleaning up after us. The  coal that is burned for energy use, specifically in South Africa, produces an abundance 
of carbon dioxide, too much  for the oceans to absorb, turning them acidic. This process depletes the oceans of 
calcium carbonate, which is  needed for shell production. The shells of some organisms are already being affected 
by this acidification. They sit  at the bottom of the food chain.

INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | VOICES FROM THE EARTH | INGRID BOLTON | 2019
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Opencast series II, 2019

Coal, calcium carbonate, beach  
sand, seashells and cement  
encased in a metal box
30 x 40cm  

7kg

Open cast series I, 2019

Coal, calcium carbonate, beach  
sand, seashells and cement  
encased in a metal box
30 x 40cm  

7kg
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“By working in close consultation with marine scientists I hope to draw attention to the little-known  issue of 
ocean acidification through creative means. Through the consideration of materials and  processes I aim to 
bring attention to where billions of microorganisms called phytoplankton live. The  project is concerned with 
the idea of the edge: boundary or border as a conceptual notion, as well as  through my art making practice, 
its interdiscplinarity and subject matter.” – Ingrid Bolton
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CELLULAR | INGRID BOLTON | 2018 

BY ASHRAF JAMAL 

It is when I leave Ingrid Bolton’s studio, poised in the corridor, that I see a work in ink on paper which evokes 
the flight pattern of birds, or some obtuse and sublime trajectory. The work was created by tracking the 
movements of her wireless mouse, says Bolton, as I peer more closely. There are varying dots, some 
blackened, others thinly circled, intercut with a frenzied mesh of fine and jagged lines. Overlaying this is a 
fretwork of fine copper wire.

I return to Bolton’s studio, needing to learn more about these works on paper. While markedly different to the 
artist’s experiments with coal and calcium carbonate, resulting in works arranged involuntarily on the rim of a 
horizontal plane of finely bevelled paper – works evoking smoky mountain ranges, the strange graphs of a 
beating life – and also markedly different to the artist’s sculptural works made of copper cabling – her most 
distinctive signature – this work in ink and copper wire nevertheless reaffirms the artist’s abiding fascination 
with ‘correlated conjunctions’ – the title of her joint exhibition with Zyma Amien.

Circuit boards, the inspiration behind a work in progress in the artist’s studio – a meter by a meter and a half in 
scale – further expresses Bolton’s interest in the topographical intersection of realms, the proximitous
connections between things. Terms such as ‘matrix’ and ‘cellular’ pepper the artist’s conversation. Trained in 
medical technology, completing an MA in Fine art later in life, Bolton finds herself drawing connections between 
the realms of science and art, which, for her, are inextricable in a culture as mediatised as ours.

If her one sphere of interest concerns climate change – and the ocean’s acidification in particular – then the 
other addresses cable theft – a treacherous act which, she says, is directly connected to China’s insatiable 
demand for copper, a material intrinsic to computerised production. We are networked through copper 
filaments, Bolton muses. But, paradoxically, we are also disconnected through them, because hyper connectivity 
also threatens our capacity to truly connect. Hence the artist’s preoccupation with the shared realm of science 
and art.

Bolton was first spurred to work with copper following the theft of irrigation piping on a farm she managed. It 
was then that she first began to reflect on the integral nature of this material. Visits to junkyards followed. With 
the assistance of a group of assistants, Bolton proceeded to cut defunct cables. What compelled her was the 
pattern inside the tubing which echoed the cellular patterns one associates with sacred geometry.

More obtusely, Bolton informs me that ‘the molecular structure of copper is cubic’. I’m puzzled by this nugget, 
but buoyed nevertheless by the artist’s keen interest in patterns which are not discernible to the eye, but which 
remain integral to all forms. Abstraction, then, is structural. Shape and volume the very dynamic nature of our 
lived world. In this regard, Bolton’s art can be seen as a mirror for the inscrutable.

The artist speaks of ‘finding the overlooked’. This taste for the hidden, for that which we either discard or fail to 
reflect upon more deeply, stems not only from Bolton’s scientific training, but also from her acute realisation
that today – in a world glutted and inflexible in its obsessive-compulsive demand for our attention, grinding, 
churning – there remain pockets of stillness, instance of sublime repose, which allow the fortification of our 
distracted and distracting lives. Her art is the locus of this stillness.

As Bolton muses on ‘phytoplankton’, a bacteria as insignificant as it is utterly essential to the ocean’s ecology –
the ‘bottom of the food chain’ – I am forcefully reminded of the fragility of life, and the precarious balance 
required to sustain it. ‘The energy we burn, coal, fuel, gas, is absorbed by the ocean’, says Bolton, the 
disasterous outcome of which is acidification – unlivability.

We kill that which we most need to nurture. And if Bolton’s art performs a particular role, then it is as a 
warning. That the works are comparatively placid, conceal their inner aggravation, has everything to do with the 
artist’s temperament, for there is nothing excessive or frantic about her nature. Instead, Bolton’s work is a 
sounding, a kind of sonar, quiet, recessive, and yet alarming. For despite the seeming calm and conscious 
beauty of her works, Bolton remains aware that ‘our world is driven by uncontrollable events’.

Harnessing this discord, cutting then suturing it, examining that which connects and disconnects us, Bolton 
arrives at a place ethically animated and becalming. Hers, one senses, is a journey long in the making, which is 
only now unfolding. Trial and experimentation are fresh capacities, increasingly rare in a time overly 
preoccupied with certainty. I imagine the artist finding surprising new ways to understand the interconnection 
between science and art … life and its strangely poised and cellular fructification.
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Eskom,2018
Various metal cables framed  in a metal box

20 x 20cm (Various extensions)

CELLULAR | 2018 - 2019
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Cellular Series, 2018

Various metal cables framed in a 
brushed,  silver aluminium box

16.5 x 16.5 x 3.5cm

INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | START ART FAIR LONDON | INGRID BOLTON | 2019 
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Ingrid Bolton’s body of work titled Re-connect explores the tensions between the binary opposites of chaos 
and structure, connectivity and disruption, man and nature, technology and art. Using connective cables as 
metaphor to investigate our reliance on structured systems of communication, Bolton creates intricate 
cityscapes which simultaneously speaks of technological advancement and destruction. How we define our 
contemporary society is integrally linked with how we employ technology, how we communicate and connect 
… and cables.
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INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | VOICES FROM THE EARTH | INGRID BOLTON | 2019

RE-CONNECT CUBED | 2017 - 2019



Motherboard, 2018

Various metal cables encased in a metal box

100 x 140cm

Matrix, 2018

Various metal cables encased in a metal box

100 x 150cm
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Layered Landscape III, 2018  

Various metal cables encased in white metal box  

15 x 15 x 15cm
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Round I, 2018
Digital print on hahnemuhle photo 
paper, pins and copper wire
100 x 100cm

IO GRAPH TRACKING

A click of the mouse connects us to the world. IO Graph is a programme that tracks each mouse click, creating 
a visual image of our connections. It is measured in time, which is interrupted when electrical connections are 
severed. Here I have tracked my mouse when working on digital images, making the connection between each 
click of the mouse. The images are then overlaid with copper wire suspended above the work with pins, 
emphasizing the relationship between copper and the connection.

Visualising connectivity is not a new process, The Dimes Project (www.netdimes.org) is a programme that 
specifically visualises Internet connections. With the copper wire and in some cases the coloured plastic 
covering the wire, I make these visual connections over maps where there are no longer physical cables to rely 
on connectivity because they have been stolen so often.
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LINES OF DE-LIMITATIONS | 2018 -2020

by Zyma Amien and Ingrid Bolton.

Amien and Bolton are both previous Sasol New Signatures competition winners, have been sharing a studio in 
Salt River, Cape Town, since the completion of their Master of Fine Arts degrees at the University of Cape 
Town’s Michaelis School of Fine Art.

The title of this collection, LINES OF DE-LIMITATION, actively refers to the metaphorical presence of lines or 
limits in both bodies of work: whether referring to high levels of unemployment, or disastrous events due to 
climate change, the refracted line of heat resulting from protest fires and the warming of the globe can no 
longer be denied.

This exhibition focuses on these lines and makes them visual. The work, which is essentially a form of protest 
art, becomes quietly confrontational in this regard.
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Horizon Lines III, 2020

Coal, calcium carbonate and oil paint

149.5 x 149.5cm 

Horizon Lines I, 2020

Coal, calcium carbonate and oil paint

149.5 x 149.5cm 

Horizon Lines II, 2020

Turmeric, calcium carbonate and oil paint

149.5 x 149.5cm 



INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | LINES OF DE-LIMITATION | INGRID BOLTON | GLEN CARLOU GALLERY | 2018    
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CROSSING THE ECOLINE | 2016

My exhibition Crossing the Ecoline, was held at the Iziko Museum, the body of work is a visual response to 
changing levels of ocean acidification. My art making is informed by the processes of dispersal and dissolution 
that occur at the point where the absorption of carbon dioxide takes place between the atmosphere and the 
ocean. This project is of an interdisciplinary nature and traverses art and science – both technically and through 
collaboration. By working in close consultation with marine scientists I hope to draw attention to the little-
known issue of ocean acidification through creative means. Through the consideration of materials and 
processes I aim to bring attention to where billions of microorganisms called phytoplankton live. The project is 
concerned with the idea of the edge: boundary or border as a conceptual notion, as well as through my art 
making practice, its interdiscplinarity and subject matter.
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FULL TEXT AVAILABLE HERE 

https://open.uct.ac.za/bitstream/handle/11427/20654/thesis_hum_2016_bolton_ingrid.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y


INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | CROSSING THE ECOLINE | INGRID BOLTON | IZIKO MUSEUM | 2016
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UN(SEA)N | 2012

SASOL NEW SIGNATURES COMPETITION WINNER

My work Un(sea)n is a good example of my interest of microbiology, because it combines materials and ideas 
that come together in one. Phytoplankton are the microscopic organisms in the ocean that are affected by 
carbon dioxide emissions. Some of these organisms have been absorbing our emissions for millennia, but now 
they cannot cope with the quantity we produce. My disintegrating porcelain organisms are suspended over a 
tray of used motor oil. My past experiences of farming during a dry period, microscopy, and ceramics inform 
this work.
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INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | UN(SEA)N | INGRID BOLTON | 2016



Berman Contemporary is rooted in the growing understanding  

of the cultural richness and diversity of South African

contemporary art. The gallery’s collection centres on a vibrant  

group of artists living and working in South Africa.

Through studio visits, the gallery establishes connections to  

artists from all walks of life whose unique artistic processes  

celebrate their historical and cultural heritage and give voiceto  

their complex societal realities, evoking an active and  

interpretative experience for the viewer.

Berman Contemporary was established to promote the work  

created by these local artists. The gallery further aims to  

establish a synergistic network between South African artists  

and their global contemporaries, many of whom evidently  

want to engage with the current South African art scene – not  

only as observers, but as active analysts, experimenters and  

contributors within this context and with this specific audience  

in mind.
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https://www.facebook.com/BermanContemporary
https://www.instagram.com/bermancontemporary/
https://www.artsy.net/berman-contemporary

